CaSB Career Placement for Graduates from 2008-2021

Note: this list is based on voluntary data from recent alumni and is not meant to be an all-encompassing list of possible programs/companies that students may pursue.

Industry Positions/Employment

- Tech and Biotech—Abbott, Accenture, Allergan, Amazon, AmGen, AT&T (formerly Bell Labs), Boeing, Broad Institute, CISCO, CloudMed, Deloitte Consulting, EEG Systems Lab, Ellison Institute for Transformative Medicine, Gap Inc., Garmin, Genentech, Harvard Medical School (research), HST Pathways, IBM, Librascope, Northrop Grumman, Oracle, People Soft, Plutus, Planisware, Qualcomm, Sun Microsystems, Symantec, Titan, Triage Consulting, Trilogy, UCLA (research), Vertex Pharmaceuticals, ZipCar

- Financial—Morgan Stanley, Merrill Lynch


Professional Schools

- Medical School—George Washington, Northwestern, NYU, Ohio State, Saint Louis, Stanford, Tulane, University of Arizona, UCLA, UCSD, University of Virginia

- Graduate School—
  Behavioral Neuroscience—UCLA
  Biochemistry and Chemistry—UCLA
  Bioengineering—Duke, Stanford, Duke, UC Berkeley, UC Irvine, UCLA, UCSD, USC
  Bioinformatics—USC, UCSD, UCLA, UCSF, Combined program: CMU/UCB/UChicago
  Biological Imaging—UCLA
  Biology—Virginia Tech, Stanford
  Biomathematics—UCLA
  Biomolecular Engineering and Bioinformatics—UC Santa Cruz
  Biomedical Engineering—Georgia Tech, University of Washington
  Biostatistics—UC Davis, Yale
  Business Analytics/Data Science—UCLA
  Computational Biology & Bioinformatics—Duke
  Computer Science—UCLA, UC Davis, MIT
  Cyber Operations—Air Force Institute of Technology
  Data Science—University of Washington
  Electrical Engineering—Stanford
  Epidemiology—UCLA
  Mathematical Ecology—UC Davis
  Mathematics—UCLA
  Mobile & IoT Engineering—Carnegie Mellon
  Molecular and Cellular Biology—University of Chicago
  Neuroscience—UCSF
  Pharmacokinetics—UCSF
  Physics—Princeton
  Population Biology—UC Davis
  Public Health—UC Berkeley
  Quantitative & Systems Biology—Northwestern
  Radiation Physics—University of Chicago
  Vision Science—UC Berkeley

- Business School—Wharton School (U Penn), University of Virginia, Santa Clara University

- Law School—Stanford, Loyola University, UC Berkeley
• Dental School—UCLA, UCSF
• Optometry—UCSF
• Graduate School of Education—UCLA